ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR F2010/4, F2015/4
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IMPORTANT:
TURN OFF THE POWER AT THE MAIN
FUSE OR CIRCUIT BREAKER BOX
BEFORE STARTING INSTALLATION.
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Carefully unpack and identify all parts before
assembly. Bulbs are not included.
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1. Install glass panels:
Gently place glass panel in between frame ribs. NOTE:
MAKE CERTAIN GLASS PANEL IS PROPERLY
HUGGING AND SITTING SECURELY WITHIN
FRAME RIBS. Lock glass panel by gently bending tabs
located inside of frame ribs and also at top section for
frame. NOTE: DO NOT PRESS TABS TOO HARD
AGAINST GLASS PANEL. Repeat other glass panels.
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2. Install long threaded pipe by screwing securely into
bottom of socket assembly. Note correct position of
threaded pipe from left diagram.
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3. Install font onto top of lattice (without fixture wires) by
fastening with small finial from below.
4. Install lattices:
A. Install lattice (with fixture wires) onto mounting
plates located at top of frame by securely fastening with
short screws. NOTE: One of the mounting plates has a
notch, please make certain fixture wires are safely
tucked inside of this notch before fastening the lattice.
B. Install the second lattice (without fixture wires) by
gently sliding down and interlocking onto the first
lattice. Lock in place by fastening short screws onto
mounting plates.
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5. Fasten coupler onto protruding threaded pipe at bottom
of frame. Screw threaded stud into large finial. Then
slip other end of threaded stud through leaf and then
fasten onto the coupler.
6. Install bulbs (not included). See relamping label located
near socket area for type and maximum allowed wattage.
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7. F2015/4 ONLY: Install two glass plates onto top of
socket assembly by placing holes in plates through four
screw studs and securing with four ball cap nuts. Do not
over tighten.
8. Install suspension arms:
First, hook bottom end of suspension arm (with fixture
wires) onto lattice curl. Then hook top end onto upper
center body. Repeat other suspension arms (without
fixture wires).
9. Follow enclosed supplement installation instructions for
electrical and fixture installation onto house outlet box.
If you do not have an outlet box at desired location to
attach the fixture than hire a qualified electrician to
create one.
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